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Abstract
An upgrade to the Pierre Auger Observatory to have a better read of the muonic component of
the air showers is being considered. To detect these muons it will be used a Resistive Plate Chamber
detector. In this work are carried out multiple tests to the solution found for a read-out system based
on an ASIC called MAROC. The main features of the MAROC are studied, using a test board and a
prototype board created at LIP, as well as firmware and an application to control the chip are created.
Three different system are already working using this prototype so that further testing can be conducted.
The interaction with the MAROC during this work showed that in fact it is a good solution for this
read-out system.
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1. Introduction

and the high energy cosmic particles reaching the
top of the atmosphere.
The Pierre Auger observatory [3] is a hybrid detector, combining a surface array with a set of fluorescence telescopes. The surface detectores (SD)
use water Chrenkov detectors measuring a combination of both the electromagnetic and the muonic
component of the cascade while fluorence detector
is sensitive to the fluorence light produced mainly
by the eletromagnectic component of the shower
and measures its longitudinal profile and energy.
However this technique can only be used in clear
dark nights giving an uptime of only 10 % reducing
greatly the statistics of the most energetic events.
This array has limited capabilities concerning the
measurement of the muon component of air showers
which has a direct relation with the hadronic component as well as the mass of the primary. A more
precise and independent measurement of these components will be an important step in understanding
this showers and particle interactions as well.
One of the simplest ways to make a direct measurement of the muonic content is to filter the electromagnetic part and to use a ”standard” charged
particle detector. MARTA, that stands for Muon
Auger RPC Tank Array, is an upgrade proposed for
the Pierre Auger Observatory to enhance the muon
detection capabilities. Marta proposes to install 4
RPCs underneath the Cherenkov water tanks covering an area of about 6 to 7 m2 . This way the
water tank will behave as an absorber, filtering out

Cosmic Rays are known since 1912 with the evidence that the rate of discharge of an electrometer
would increase with altitude due to air ionization.
Several experiments were made to characterize the
nature of this cosmic radiation. Several properties
were established but up to these days its nature is
still a matter of debate. The measurement of the
muons content in air showers is critical to understand the nature of cosmic rays and the development of air showers. The Pierre Auger Observatory
is currently considering an upgrade to its detectors to address this issue. MARTA (Muon Auger
RPC Tank Array) plans to install RPC detectors
beneath the Auger water Cherenkov tanks to have
an independent measurement of the Muonic content. Its DAQ system will be based in an ASIC the MAROC from OMEGA. In this thesis it is presented the tests of the MAROC performance and
the prototypes developed.
1.1. Cosmic Rays and the Pierre Auger Observatory
When a primary cosmic ray particle with high energy reaches the top of Earth’s Atmosphere it interacts giving birth to an Extensive Air Shower (EAS).
This EAS propagate like a disk of particles (mainly
electrons, positrons, photons and muons) traveling
at the speed of light. EAS allows to establish a correlation between the particles detected at ground
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most of the electromagnetic component, leaving the
muon content to be detected by the RPCs, a widely
used charged particle detector.

the ground is studied in [2]. While for muons near
the center the density is high and the time distribution is small, for muons far from it the density is
smaller but the time distribution is higher. There1.2. Resistive Plate Chamber detector
fore muon count using the charge will be used for
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) are well- measurements near the core due to the fact that the
established, widely used gaseous detectors of deposited charge is accumulated because of its low
charged particles.
Mostly used in laboratory time distribution. The muons far away from the
conditions, they present high efficiencies and very center will be measured using single muon count
good time precision. They are one of the most without the charge.
affordable options for covering large areas. The 1.3. MAROC
spatial resolution is mainly determined from the
pickup electrodes geometry and can go as low The Front-End and Readout must comply with the
as sub-millimeter. RPCs are generally composed electrical requirements to acquire RPC signals but
by resistive plates that define gas volumes. High it must also be able to operate with low power conVoltage is applied by an electrode on the outer sumption and minimum maintenance. The solution
surface of the plates, imposing a uniform Electric that was found is to use an ASIC connected to a
Field in the gas gap of around 50 KV/cm. When a FPGA. While all digital electronics will be implecharged particle crosses the detector it will ionize mented in a FPGA, the ASIC will amplify the input
the gas producing a certain amount of free electrons signal from each channel and convert it to a digital
and ions. The electrons will get accelerated by the signal to be fed to the FPGA. The MAROC (Multi
electric field and, by collision with the gas, will Anode ReadOut Chip) [1] is a readout chip that was
produce an avalanche, generating a large amount designed for the ATLAS detector and it is an evoluof electrons. The resistive plates will limit the tion to the OPERA ROC ASIC both developed by
growth of the avalanche, preventing its growth to OMEGA electronic group . In this work the third
a spark. These electrons will induce a signal in version of the MAROC is used. The MAROC was
the electrodes placed outside the chamber. The designed to amplify discriminate 64 channels, prosignal connected in the pickup electrodes (pads) duce 64 corresponding trigger outputs and also to
are routed through coaxial cables to a MMCX be able to measure the charge.
connector. An example of such signal is presented
in figure 1.

Figure 2: MAROC chip architecture. Taken from
[1]
.

Figure 1: An example of a RPC signal output.
The signals from a RPC develops in a few
nanoseconds presenting a very fast rise followed by
an RC-discharge-like. The pulse can be characterized by its charge or by the amplitude of the peak.
MARTA proposes to measure the number of muons
detected under the tank. For small numbers of
muons a counting technique through the use of a
simple threshold can be used but for a large number one unit estimates the total charge of the pulse
and divides it by a reference value. The distribution of muons in an air shower when this arrives to

In figure 2 is represented the MAROC’s chip architecture. It is composed by a preamplifier that
then will output its signal to 2 main braches. The
slow shaper branch will measure the signal charge.
A sample and hold circuit allows to memorize the
peak value of the variable slow shaper that will be
later feed to the Wilkinson ADC. This peak value
will have a direct correspondece to the input signal
charge. The fast shaper branch consists of three
diferent variable fast shapers followed by two dif2

• OR TRIGGER: A LEMO connector that outputs an OR of the 64 trigger outputs. The
channels that enter the OR logic can be selected by masking the unwanted channels;

ferent discriminators creating a fast trigger of the
signal input.
It is expect to have two measurements due to
the characteristics of the shower. A charge measurement using the slow shaper branch and a count
measurement using the fast shaper branch.
The MAROC, in a first phase, is tested using a
test board developed by OMEGA and later with
the prototype of the MARTA DAQ board designed
at LIP. The work on this thesis will focus on the
tests performed with these boards as well as the
response of the MAROC to the signals outputted
by the RPC.

• SUM8: Outputs the SUM of signals after preamplification.
• Inputs: 64 analog inputs are available arranged
in a matrix. The foot print of the matrix is designed to be compatible with the Multi Anode
Photomultiplier Tubes from Hamamatsu;
• Other MAROC pins: Many MAROC pins have
a dedicated place in the board where they can
be measured to check if everything is running
as expected, like the internal ADC pins and the
communication lines between the FPGA and
the MAROC.

2. Tests of MAROC using OMEGA’s development board

The test board was designed by OMEGA to test the
MAROC and its multiple configurations. Its main
Some early tests were performed where the board
components are the MAROC chip, the USB port,
was connected to one of the RPC outputs as shown
the Altera FPGA and the 64 channels socket.
The development board has a myriad of connec- in figure 2.3.
tions to the MAROC chip. Most are for testing and
monitoring of the chip such as internal voltages, etc.
Some of the connections allow to have access to important signals for the tests being developed. A list
of the most important connections along with their
function are presented below:
• CTEST: A LEMO connector for the input of
a test signal. This signal is internally connected to a capacitor allowing to inject a charge
pulse.The channels to which the pulse is sent
can be chosen by software;
• OUT Q: A LEMO connector and a pin for the
output of the measured charge. The charge is
multiplexed so one and only one channel can
be chosen. This pin is connected to the sample
and hold circuitry. However, if the Hold signal
is maintained at High level one gains access to
the output signal of the slow shaper;

Figure 3: MAROC first test connect to a RPC.
Blue: SUM8 output, yellow: OUT FS, lila:
MAROC output and green: coincidence trigger part
of the RPC setup.
In this image we can see in blue the SUM8 output (as only one channel was inputted, SUM8 represents this signal after amplification), in yellow the
OUT FS using the unipolar fast shaper with a capacitance of 150 fC and a resistance of 150 kΩ. In
lila the MAROC output with the threshold DAC =
240 and in green the coincidence trigger that is part
of the RPC setup. One of the main conclusions of
this test is the fact that the MAROC seems sensible
enough to receive the small signals outputted by a
RPC.

• OUT FS: A pin for the output of the fast
shaper signal before the threshold is applied.
Only one fast shaper can be outputted at a
time and that is selected using software. The
fast shaper signal is internal and is not supposed to be observed outside. Observations
in the oscilloscope will introduce noise in the
ASIC and distort the signal. This pin is used
only to get an idea of the FS output and not
2.1. Slow shape tests
to measure it;
• HOLD1/2: A LEMO connector for the input
of HOLD1 and HOLD2 to the MAROC. These
signals control the sample and hold circuitry.
The signals are common to the 64 channels;

The Measurement of the charge of the RPC signals is of the utmost importance in some measuring
schemes of MARTA such as when a station is near
the core or for calibration purposes. In the first case
3

the muon counting scheme saturates and the number of particles in the station must be done by measuring the total charge and divide it by a calibration
value. The performance of the charge measurement
impacts directly on the uncertainty of the number
of muons on the station and also on the maximum
number of muons that can be measured. This later
translates into how near the core a station can be
without saturation. Of course this will also depend
on shower parameters such as its energy, direction,
etc. In this chapter tests are made to estimate the
performance of the MAROC measuring charge and
also to extract information such as shaping functions and parameters, to be included in the official
MARTA-Auger Simulation.
Several tests were performed to assess the waveforms and performance of the slow shaper that will
later be included in the simulation:

(a) Cap fc= 300 fF

• Optimization of the slow shaper constants: the
input signal was always the same and the
MAROC slow shaper values changed;

(b) Cap fc= 1200 fF

• Response to different charges: MAROC constants were always the same and the input signal amplitude changed;
• Double pulse resolution: two overlapped signals were inputed and the time difference between them was changed.
In the first two tests it was needed to parameterize the wave form. The signal presents an
(c) Cap fc= 2100 fF
exponencial-like rise followed by an exponencial like
fall. An empirical expression was used to fit the sig- Figure 4: Wave form for all the diferent slow shaper
nal:
configurations.
y = c + (1 − e−ax+d )e−bx+e

(1)

of the fitter parameters will need to take into acwhere y is the amplitude, x the time and a, b, c, d
count that smaller amplitudes may introduce noise
and e are the fit parameters.
and become undetectable for low charges, limiting
the transition from single muon counting mode to
Optimization of the slow shaper constants
charge measurement. However larger amplitudes
may compromise the saturation point of the sysIt is possible to change the slow shaper wave tem. On the other hand large rise times present
form by changing two capacitors part of the shaper. two main advantages. Firstly it is possible to sum
For this test 7 different RC buffer (Cap buf) con- pulses that arrive further apart which may be imfigurations and 3 different feedback configurations portant in the transition from single counting to
(Cap fc) were used. The input signal was constant charge measurement. This will be quite dependent
for all the measurements and with an amplitude on the time structure of arriving muons near the
near 10 mV. All the 21 configurations were fitted shower core. Secondly the larger the rise time, the
to expression (1) and its wave form are shown in flatter is the ”peak” of the signal, relaxing the time
figure 4.
constraints on the HOLD signal i.e. if the HOLD
It is visible that the waveforms change basically signal is generated a few nanoseconds from the true
its peak amplitude and rising time. Roughly the peak time the error in the estimation of the peak
pulse amplitude changes from 2.4V to 1.35V accord- value, and hence on the input charge, is small. This
ing to the chosen parameters. The rise time varies is of particular interest as the HOLD signal will be
from around 75 ns to 300 ns. The optimization generated, in principle, from a majority trigger in
4

the ”digital” part of the MAROC which will not
be synchronous to the muon arrival to all the pads.
Once again this will depend on the time structure of
the muons in the shower. The optimization of these
parameters must then be study in the simulation of
showers impacting the RPCs.

muons so it is important to understand what is the
minimum time distance (∆t) between two particle
that the MAROC will distinguish. For this purpose
it was necessary to generate two pulses separated
by a configurable time. Since the pulses are generated in the falling edge of the square wave and
it was not possible to recover the generator level
(otherwise an inverted pulse would be generated) it
Response to different charges
was opted to use two falls, each with half amplitude, separated by a certain amount of time (like a
In this point the response of the MAROC to difladder waveform).
ferent input charges was tested for a specific configIn figure 7 are presented two signals with different
uration Cap buf= 2250 fF and Cap fc= 300 fF by
∆t.
The overlap is indistinguishable from a signal
changing the input voltage of the square wave, since
with
double amplitude when ∆t 6 100 ns as shown
it is porportional to the input charge. The results
in
figure
7 (a). For signals with ∆t > 100 ns the
are presented in figure 5.
slow
shaper
signal has a plateau as shown in figure
The evolution of the estimated charge with the
7
(b)
for
∆t
= 200 ns. This seems to indicate to be
square wave amplitude is presented in figure 6. It is
possible
to
acquire
the total charge of several pulses
seen that a linear relation exists exept for the last
if
they
arrive
to
the
MAROC with a time disperpoint where the slow shaper is already saturated. A
sion
lower
then
100
ns
(for this configuration). Furcalibration could be derived from the slope.
ther studies are necessary to understand the time
structure of the muon component and optimize the
shaper constants.

(a) Lila: input signal, blue: (b) Lila: input signal, blue:

Figure 5: Wave form for all the different amplitudes. slow shaper output. ∆t = slow shaper output. ∆t =
100 ns.

200 ns.

Figure 7: The two signals overlaped with diferent
∆t.
2.2. Efficiency tests
The principal mode of operation of MARTA DAQ
is the single muon counting. This is possible because of its segmentation, time resolution and reduced muon number that make, in normal conditions, the probability to have more than one muon
very low.
Single muon count is performed using the fast
shaper branch of the MAROC that amplifies and
Figure 6: Slow shaper peak value vs Signal am- performs a simple threshold. This should have a
plitude. The first 9 point were fitted using the high and stable efficiency. In order to calculate the
expression y = Ax + B. The fit results are A = efficiency of the MAROC coupled to a RPC an ex0.01278 ± 0.00001 and B = 1.2644 ± 0.0005.
periment was performed where it was tested if there
was an output from the MAROC every time the coincidence trigger part of the RPC setup had a sigDouble pulse resolution
nal. The coincidence trigger is based on two small
scintillators, one above and one bellow the RPC,
The aim is to integrate multiple time spaced that operate in coincidence. When a trigger is is5

sued there was a particle crossing the scintillators
hence the RPC in between. From the number of
detected events over the number of triggers it is
possible to get an estimate value of the system’s efficiency. Only one channel was used corresponding
to the pad just under the top scintillator.
Firstly it was tested what would happen to the
efficiency if only the threshold values were changed.
The fast shaper used was the half bipolar fast
shaper with fbs2 cap= 50 fF and fsb2 res= 0 Ω.
As expected as the threshold would get higher and
the efficiency values would go down. The results
are presented in table 1.
DAC (0 to 1023)
Efficiency (%)
DAC (0 to 1023)
Efficiency (%)

230
80
470
49

290
70
530
38

350
63
560
10

The main difference is on the input stage that accommodate 64 coax cables and have equilibrated
lines with a 50 Ω termination. Instead of the 64
channels socket this board was designed to be connected to an extra board using a MICTOR connector that has the MMCX connectors used on the
RPC’s. This was one of the main reasons why a new
prototype was designed. Unlike the test board this
one allows testing using more that a single channel.
The USB port is a FT2232H chip from FTDI that
is quite versatile and it features two communication channels that can be configured independently.
Each channel can be configured to a serial port, to
emulate the FT245 chip and many other communication protocols. For this work both communication channels were configured with the FT245 configuration.

410
59

3.1. Firmware

Table 1: Efficiency for different DAC values and The fact that the communication protocol is the
same configuration.
same made it possible to use the same application
and firmware used in the other board so that it was
The next step was to study the efficiency for the possible to have a working setup in a quick time.
different configurations, using the lowest threshold After a few modifications to the firmware in order to
that would trigger without noise. This time the work with the different speed of the new USB chip
bipolar fast shaper was used and the runs were it was possible to communicate with the MAROC
longer than previously. 3 of the 9 possible configu- using the same tools as before.
rations were used and the results are in table 2.
New firmware was added where the ideia was to
get a read of the 64 MAROC trigger outputs prior
fbs cap (fF) fbs res (Ω) Efficiency (%)
to an external trigger. It was chosen an acquisi150
150
72.6
tion with a depth of 128 and a clock of 80 MHz
50
50
79.1
because witch corresponds to 1600 ns and the clock
0
0
81.5
is enough to get all the triggers even the smaller
ones.
The main modules for this part of the work were
Table 2: Efficiency for lowest DAC values for each
all written in Verilog and its BDF schematic file is
configuration.
presented in figure 8:
The main conclusion that we can take from this
test, apart from the efficiency values itself, is that
the efficiency goes up when the values of fbs cap
and fbs res are lower. It is also important to notice
that the unipolar shaper was also tested and ended
up giving efficiency values lower that the other two
shapers. It is also important to notice that when
the high voltage values of the RPC changes, the
minimum threshold DAC values also changes.
The performed tests are however preliminary.
The RPC was not fully controlled and monitored
and as such it was unknown the intrinsic efficiency
of the RPC.

• usb readrequest: Although there was already
an interface for the USB a simpler new one
was written that only works to send information from the FPGA to the application. The
main goal of this module is to get the 3 control
bytes part of the communication protocol read
request. In this case there are only 2 possible
subaddresses, one that would send the trigger
flag to the application and other that would
send back the fifo information;
• usb dataout 1byte: This module will send the
trigger flag to the application if all the 3 controls from the read request are correct: the subaddress needs to be 31 and the number of words
to read 1.

3. MARTA DAQ
The first prototype of the MARTA DAQ was developed at LIP. It is inspired on the test board and
developed in close contact with the OMEGA group.

• usb dataout 1024byte: If there was a external
trigger this module will send 1024 bytes (128 ×
6

In the output file 0 or 1 are written, in this case
8192 of them for each external trigger. The sequence in which they are written is the following:
Channel0Time0 C1T0 C2T0 ... C63T0 C0T1 C1T1
... C63T1 C0T2 C1T2 ... C62T128 C63T128. A
simple c + + program was written to convert this
file to a more user friendly format to read and also
to analyze if there was a signal or not for each channel.

(a)

3.2. Setups
The MARTA DAQ prototype is currently being
used in 3 setups where its performance, stability
and correct operation are being tested.
Lisbon
The Lisbon setup is used mainly for testing and
developing the MARTA DAQ. Tests are based in
the use of signal generators and a RPC where an
external trigger from scintillators in coincidence is
available. The efficiency tests where performed once
(b)
again using only one channel to compare the performance between boards and to make sure that this
new prototype was working as expected.
Several measurements where performed using discriminator and 2 different fast shaper configurations
(fbs cap= 150 fF, fsb res=150 Ω and fbs cap= 0 fF,
fsb res= 0 Ω) for the bipolar fast shaper. Once
again it was noted that when the threshold was too
small there was too much noise and that as it was
increased the efficiency would go down. For the two
(c)
configurations the efficiency values where 85.7 %
for the first configuration and 87.1 % for the secFigure 8: Schematic BDF with all the new modules
ond. This difference between this experiment and
added to the Firmware.
the one where the test board were used can possible be explained by the RPC changes between the
64 = 8192 bits) to the application using the experiments. In fact RPCs change the gain with
subaddress 32;
the applied voltage, temperature and pressure. A
• fifo triggers: The FIFO that will store the in- change in the gain impacts the efficiency.
The cross talk for both the cases where the efformation. It was built using the megafuntion
wizard provided by Quartus. Its write and read ficiency was measured was lower than 0.5 %, and
clock are controlled by the module fifo clocks; only appeared in large signal.
• fifo clocks: This module controls the write and
read clock for the FIFO. As the FIFO starts
being written only the write clock is activated
with 80 MHz and when its full both the read
and write clock are at 80 MHz. As soon
as an external trigger is read the clocks stop
and while the usb dataout 1024byte module is
sending a slower read clock is activated to fulfill
all the USB port time concerns;

Coimbra

In order to test the MAROC using all the pads of
the RPC the MARTA DAQ was assembled in LIP’s
facilities in Coimbra. This is the place where the
RPC detectors are produced and tested, and where
there is a setup with 2 RPC’s that work like a telescope using HADES electronic. This setup outputs
a external trigger and an event ID that corresponds
• Other modules: The rest of the modules are to an event in the HADES software. This system
used to control the different flags and signals reconstructs the particle track providing a x and
that are needed so that everything works as y coordinate in the RPC under test that can then
be matched to the pads of the RPC to which the
expected.
7

MAROC is connected. This will allow to correctly
estimate the efficiency of the system using all the
channels on the MAROC and to have a precision
position of the impinging particles.
Several tests will be made including the study of
the efficiency with the position of the particle in
the pad, the crosstalk with the distance to the pad
and also the charge measurement. It is foreseen
that some pads of this RPC will do instrumented
with a reference and well know system, so that the
charge spectrum acquired with the MAROC can be
checked.
The setup was assembled and synchronized to
the HADES trigger electronic. More recently the
firmware was altered to allow for charge measurement using this setup. Preliminary tests were already performed, however it was not possible to
present data in this thesis.

more experiments were carry out with this branch
is the limited time to develop this work.
The main goal of this thesis was reached by having successfully built the first prototype of MARTA
DAQ. This board was built and designed with the
input from the first tests performed during this
work, debugged as part of this work and some additional firmware was written to accommodate the
FPGA to this project requirements. What make
this work successful is the fact that this board is
already being used in multiple RPCs setups so that
furthermore development can be carried out.
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4. Conclusions
The MAROC seems to the be a good fit to this DAQ
as all the experiments performed so far indicate.
The efficiency values and the crosstalk preliminary
results are promising. In fact the main focus of
this work ended up being the MAROC fast shaper
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slow shaper, have showed that the MAROC is up
to the task in this field. The main reason why no
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